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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) has been a major influence in Agriculture since its ap-
plication to the sector. This paper provides an extensive review of the use of smart
technologies in agriculture and elaborates the state-of-the-art technologies for smart
agriculture including, Internet of Things, cloud computing, machine learning, and ar-
tificial intelligence. The application of smart farming to crop and animal production
and post-harvesting is discussed. The impact of climatic changes on agriculture is
also considered. This paper contributes to knowledge by iterating the challenges of
smart technology to agriculture while highlighting the issues identified from existing
framework of smart agriculture. The authors identify many gaps in existing research
affecting the application of IoT in smart farming, and suggest further research to im-
prove the current food production globally, to provide better food management and
sustainability measures across the globe.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligent, Internet of things, Cloud, Unmanned Area Vehicle,
Smart Farming, sensors

1. Introduction1

Smart technologies in agriculture will boost the production of farm crops and live-2

stock since autonomous systems will be able to control actuators effectively, improve3

the utility, control resource usage, and ensure products conform to market require-4

ments while maximizing profit and minimizing the cost of production [1]. Smart5

farming refers to the use of technologies such as IoT for collection of weather data,6

monitoring of crops’ growth, early detection of crops diseases, prevention of crops7

wastage dues to effective harvesting of crops, monitoring of livestock’s behavioral pat-8

terns, animal location within and outside the farms, increase of production for both9

crops and livestock. From figure 1 it can be inferred that agriculture has evolved from10

12,000 B.C [104, 105, 106], using of application of diverse and improved farming strate-11

gies, technics for crop planting and harvesting, and the use of mechanized tools for12

agriculture. During the pre-historical age, farming was practiced using sticks, sickle,13

hand gathering of crops, and hunting of animals. According to [106], agriculture has14

changed. Farmers can now monitor their farms remotely from their smartphones and15

control devices. Farmers cultivate crops using seeds that have been genetically mod-16

ified to prevent disease and infestation on the farm. These seeds also help improve17

the quality of the crops produced and boost the volume of the harvest. It can be de-18

duced from [106], that the improved quality of crops, has reduced food scarcity across19

the globe. This paper discusses an overview of the various state of the art intelligent20

technologies on smart farming. Section 2 discusses smart farming technologies giving21

an overview of the application of intelligent technologies to smart farming, crop, an-22

imal production, and post-harvesting. Other intelligent technologies such as sensors,23
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IoT, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are discussed in section 3. The impact of24

climate on smart farming is discussed in section 4.0. A critical review of the identified25

challenges and issues from existing research on smart farming is discussed in section26

5.0. The use of cloud technologies and machine learning are discussed in section 7.27

Figure 1: Showing the evolution of Agriculture practices from 12,000 B.C

2. Overview of State-of-the-Art Intelligent Technologies for Application in28

Smart Agriculture29

2.1. Smart farming30

Smart farming is the application of intelligent information and communication tech-31

nology systems such as sensors, IoT, cloud-based processes, machine learning, artificial32

intelligence, networking to the farming system such as crop cultivation, livestock farm-33

ing, aquatic, snail farming just to mention a few with the sole purpose of boosting the34

farm produce [4]. It can be inferred that smart farming involves the implementation35

of both technological software and hardware solutions to improve the farm’s outcome.36

According to [5], farmers in the past years have tilled the soil using holes, animals to37

power the plow, used bush burning practices to clear farmlands for planting. Some38

have used animal waste for manure, but today fertilizers are used, which are rich in39

nitrogen, potassium, and many more minerals to make the soil suitable for effective40

farming practices. It can be inferred that new farming practices have changed over41

the years, from using holes and cutlasses to machine tilling the fields and machine42

harvesting the crops. In this respect, smart farming has introduced a more efficient43

technique where farmers use IoT to improve all farming practices and methodologies.44

Today farmers can monitor remotely their farmers many kilometers away from their45

farms and remotely activate actuators using IoTs installed on the farms. The authors46

in [1], have presented that IoT systems can be used to monitor every stage of crop47

and animal production. These IoT systems use AI to identify either low standard48

or faulty products in the food chain. This will help to boost customer safety desires49

through the system transparent life cycle information system. The limitation of this50

research is related to the security of the information system and the interoperability51
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of the diverse networks from different players of the IoT ecosystem. According to [6],52

smart farming has improved water management system using IoT technologies. It can53

be deduced from their paper that better irrigation of water through smart farming54

devices is achievable. Smart farming has enhanced real-time climate forecast and soil55

management practices for agriculture. The authors discussed that smart farming has56

improved crop planting and growth, soil, temperature, moisture, pest infestation mon-57

itoring processes in the farms. The limitation of this research is that recommendations58

on the management of the data generated in smart farming have not been provided.59

According to [7], the authors discussed that by the year 2050, farmers will use IoT to60

boost food production by 70%. Their research has considered that sensors will be used61

in approximately 525 million farms globally by the year 2050. This paper reveals that a62

large number of sensors will be used, a large amount of data will be collected, analyzed,63

and transmitted across the various smart farms. According to [8], smart farming is a64

non-manual farming system, which makes use of information technology such as IoT65

within the farm. The authors in [9], have considered that smart farming has helped the66

irrigation system and fertilizer usage in farming. Therefore, smart farming techniques67

have reduced water wastage on the farms, enhance better crop yields offered better68

fertilizer application procedures. According to [10], smart farming has enhanced agri-69

culture using robots for fruit harvesting and crop yield prediction. It can be deduced70

from their paper that smart farming technology through the digital image mapping71

system has enhanced insect, pests, disease, and fires monitoring. The limitation of72

their work is that the large data generated during the use of image mapping require73

high-end processing power computers to process and analyze them thereby limiting74

the effective use of smart farming technologies. More work is required in software75

development to address the demand for large data set analysis within the agricultural76

sector. The authors in [11] discuss the use of visualization in data analysis for smart77

farming applications. Their model has used a real-time statistical analysis approach to78

handle real-time responses to users’ requests. It can be deduced from their work, that79

statistical analysis can be used to validate the elasticity and scalability of a farming80

data system.81

2.2. Crops Production82

The marked watershed algorithm has been used for the separation of specific leaf83

from background impeding of overlapping leaves [12]. It can be deduced from their re-84

search that the algorithm enhances the filtering of crop leaves. It can be inferred from85

their research that better segmentation of cucumber spot edges has been obtained by86

weighted neighborhood Grey values. The algorithm helped the researchers to obtain87

an intersection thereby minimizing the time of iteration, which invariably enhance the88

versatility and potency of the algorithm. A single-chip computer, which implements89

neural network analysis with very little computation power for identification and sep-90

aration of plant diseases in the strawberry plant has achieved a success rate of 97%.91

The computational time for the analysis is approximately 1.2 seconds for the disease92

identification and grouping of diseases in the Cyprus region [13, 14]. The limitation93

of their research is that the single-chip computer has low computational power and94

for high vision resolution capturing and analysis of plant disease, a high-end computer95

faster than the human eye needs to be provided. The challenge of segmentation of the96

disease has not been overcome in their work, the plants can display many symptoms97

at the same time or show different symptoms at different stages which makes it very98

cumbersome to detect the exact type of infection of the crop. K-Means is the most99

reliable methodology [15] for the separation of plants with diseases. It can be inferred100
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from their research that their approach involves using support vector machines and101

neural networks. Their approach is very fast, reliable, and precise. It has been ob-102

served in [12], [15], and [16], that smart farming has helped to monitor infections in103

crops at a much faster detection rate, also reducing the time of diagnosis of animal104

illness. However, there exist limitations in the algorithms, and the communication105

interaction among the sensors, computer devices, transmission protocol used for faster106

diagnosis and detection systems for both animals and crops.107

2.3. Livestock Production108

A wireless neck collar connected to farm animals can enhance data transmission109

from the animal movement within the farm to the remote computer or device via110

the cloud [17]. It can be deduced from their research that the device is compatible111

with various farm environments. The limitation of their research is that the neck112

collar is battery operated within a lifetime. The accuracy of the labeling procedure is113

required for the development of an efficient algorithm, which will automatically identify114

the health and welfare of animals [16]. According to [18], using sea-lice counting115

and crowding control in smart fish farming can resolve aquaculture challenges. It116

can be deduced from their research that this methodology is very efficient in solving117

specific problems in smart fish farming. The limitation of this research is that it will118

hinder the exploration of other mathematical models using refined sensors for data119

capturing. Animal production has witnessed tremendous production due to smart120

farming technics. This has been reported in [17], [18] and [19], where smart farming121

has helped the farmers to monitor the movement of the animals within and outside the122

farm environment, determine the animal’s attitude and behavioral pattern. Their work123

has informed us that smart farming applied to aquaculture has enabled the fish farmers124

to monitor and implement crowding within the fish farm. Some other limitations125

include battery-powered IoT devices within the farm, which may run out within a126

short period. It can be inferred that the psychological effect of the introduction of127

strange attachment to the animal’s body has not been addressed by the researchers.128

This prompts the question of whether the animals accept all electronic devices attached129

to their body.130

2.4. Post-Harvesting131

Acquiring the color and shape features from the sweet peppers through the RGB-D132

sensor, have been used for the geometrical relationship between the sweet pepper and133

the peduncle for the harvesting of the crop [20]. It can be deduced from their research134

that this approach has enabled the researchers to calculate the crop volume. The135

limitation of their research is that the detection speed of the device is very slow, thus136

affecting the performance of the detection speed and rate process. This approach has137

been applied only to the sweet pepper peduncle. The best harvest age for a coconut138

plant can be determined using the Monte Carlo simulation [21]. It can be deduced139

from their research that, the determined harvest age of 16 days of a coconut per crop140

cycle has been achieved, which invariably influences the selling price of the coconut141

using regression analysis. The limitation of their research is that the simulation has142

been tested only on their farm. However, other factors such as demand, inventory,143

holding cost, and transportation cost have not been considered, which can influence144

the selling price of the coconut crop. Post-harvesting has been improved upon by145

introducing smart farming as reported in [20] and [21]. With all these reports, some146

limitations such as revising of the model used for sweet pepper harvesting to improve147

the speed of the machine which will boost crop production immensely have not been148
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considered. It can be inferred from [21] that simulation has not considered other factors149

to help enhance the performance of his algorithm report which include the demand150

of the market, holding cost, transportation cost, government regulations concerning151

agriculture and government levies, taxes which reasonably affect the selling price of152

the determined harvest age of the coconut. It can be deduced from Table 1 below that153

smart farming devices used in animal production experience power issues [17, 18, 19]154

since the devices used for monitoring the animals are battery operated within hours.155

Many of the animals are believed to experience psychological issues [17, 18, 19] when156

electronic monitoring gadgets are attached to their body. From this same table, it157

is noted that transportation cost, inventory collection, market demand, has been a158

challenge for smart farming as cited in [20, 21]. Table 1 reveal issues in smart farming159

such as computational power, communication protocol [12, 15, 16].

Table 1: Comparison of the Crop Production, Animal Production and Post Harvesting in Smart
Agriculture

Properties Crop Produc-
tion

Animal
Produc-
tion

Post har-
vesting

Computational Power
of System

N N/A Y

Algorithm communi-
cation Language

N N N/A

Counting and crowd
control

N N N/A

Operated by Batteries N Y N
Psychological effect N Y N/A
Detection speed Y N Y
Demand of Market Y Y N
Inventory Y Y Y[21]
Holding cost N N Y[21]
Transportation cost N N Y [21]

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

160

3. Technologies161

3.1. Sensors used in smart farms162

It was discussed in [22] that sensors have been manufactured which are used to163

detect the water stress level within the leaf of plants, these sensors enable researchers164

to investigate the variation of the water stress level in leaves of plants, some of these165

sensors are embedded with the EM4325 UHF chip, this technic of detecting leaf water166

stress level is an added advantage in smart farming. The authors in [23], have dis-167

cussed the use of LED lighting and dimming system incorporated with sensors thus168

reducing power consumption in farms and improving safety conditions for both men169

and animals. The authors in [24], research reveal that their platform for managing IoT170

sensor, help to determine and improve the performance of the IoT sensors at different171

layers from the networks up to the service layer. The Limitation of their research is172

that certain protocols such as MQTT or web sockets have not been discussed and the173

external storage engine API is limited. It can be inferred that [22, 23, 24] contributions174

can be used to improve smart farming when they are applied within a farm. Sensors175
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are devices which help transmission of data from soil or liquid to various networks, [25]176

informed us that the IoT smart stick sensor which transmits soil moisture data within177

the network. As an example, the DS18B20 temperature sensor is a very reliable sensor178

used for capturing temperature data, it can be deduced that the soil moisture sensors179

have been used to capture data of the soil condition and transmitted by the sensor to180

the network. It can be inferred from [25] that sensors help researchers to automate181

the farming system and collect data within the farms.182

3.2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) in Smart farming183

According to [26], it has been possible to use deep learning technic for crop im-184

age classification, vegetation identification & segmentation, disease, weed, and crop185

nutrient detection with the aid of sensors with cameras mounted on the UAV. There-186

fore UAVs have been used to crop counting and yield prediction using deep learning.187

The authors in, [27] discuss how UAVs can be used to capture data in smart farms.188

The UAV can be equipped with cameras, sensors, GPS enabling the device to capture189

data in the smart farm from imaginable heights for diverse applications in smart farm190

management monitoring. The limitation of this research is that, the data collection191

and processing technic which still requires a lot of enhancement because imagery and192

voice data can be very complex to process compared to other formats. According193

to [28], using UAV in smart farms can help to achieve a special localization system,194

which enables the UAV to scan selected areas on the farm thereby collecting data from195

selected IoT nodes. Their work also educates us that this process helps to preserve196

node energy since the UAV handles the working load moreover. UAVs operate on low197

power frequency thus saving their energy usage. Also, their research indicates that198

the UAV enhances beaconing, localization of cluster head, and shunting of connected199

nodes. However, the limitation of their work is that they have not tested their model in200

a farm where using sensors, actuators, artificial intelligence, and UAV are deployed at201

the same time to check if maximum preservation of the UAV energy can be achieved.202

The authors in [29] have informed us that using UAV devices with special imaging203

modules such as multi-spectral, thermal, and visible video images is result-oriented204

for timely reliable information analysis for smart farms. Their research results using205

spectral, thermal and video imagery have been able to generate 3D models from their206

analysis. The authors in [30] have proposed a model, called CRownet, using Convolu-207

tional Neural Network (CNN) and Hough transform (HoughCNet), and SegNet. They208

can detect crops row by row despite many weeds on the farm. This is a remarkable209

achievement in smart farming since their result help in weed removal. Their research210

has considered a crop row detection performance of 93.5%, which has shown a high211

detection rate. The limitation of their research is that it has not been tested on a212

single CNN model to detect its performance. The authors in [31] discuss that UAV213

has been used for mapping of weed and management, vegetation growth monitoring214

and yield estimation, vegetation health monitoring and disease detection, irrigation215

management, and corps spraying. It can be deduced from the research of [26, 27, 28,216

30, 31, 32], UAV has improved smart farming and enhanced crop yield. According to217

[33], crops can be spaced and from the UAV images, using segmentation methodology218

to ascertain the crop line. It can be deduced from their paper that the strategy of crop219

line segmentation is not very effective when the crops are very close to each other since220

they are seen as a single crop from the UAV image. The authors in [31] have used221

double cameras to capture crop images helping researchers to generate 3D dimensional222

models. This has enabled to detect the rice crops more efficiently from the images cap-223

tured from the UAV. It can be inferred that the limitation of their research is that224
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very few experiments have been carried out using this methodology. There is a need225

to conduct more varied experiments on different crop fields to give more authenticity226

to this approach. The authors in [34] discussed that edge nodes experience challenges227

during the transmission of data over long distances within a network. They suggested228

that using a drone on the farm can help in resolving it since the drones can establish229

connectivity between the nodes and the base stations using the LoRa protocol. The230

limitation of their research is that they have not tested their network design in a sce-231

nario using diverse edge nodes where the drones can fly in high altitudes. It can be232

inferred from Figure 2 showing a network architecture where a drone is used in a farm233

to capture data via Wi-Fi connectivity from the sensors installed on the farm animals234

and crops. The drone transmits these data via wireless connectivity to the base sta-235

tion so that the data eventually is transmitted to the cloud. According to [35], UAVs236

can be used to collect thermal and multispectral data from a farm to determine the237

relationship between the features of the images collected and the onion irrigation treat-238

ment. It can be deduced from their research that the UAV flight height can influence239

the accuracy of the onion irrigation system. Additionally, onion irrigation estimation240

can be affected, using neural networks, by different image spectral bands. Their result241

educates us that the Blue, Green, Red, and near-infrared (RGB NIR) image band has242

produced the best accuracy from the analysis for the onion irrigation estimate. Many243

UAVs have been developed for agriculture over the years. The authors in [36] described244

some of the UAV namely, the Agdrone with the capacity to cover 600-800 acres within245

an hour at an altitude of 400 feet. Additionally, the DJI Matric 100 has a double246

battery facility and has an extra 40 minutes flight period compared to other drones.247

This UAV is incorporated with GPS, navigation systems. Furthermore, they informed248

us of other UAV systems such as Agras MG-1-DJI with the unique ability to carry249

10KG of liquid over an area of 4000-6000 m2 within 10 minutes, manual spraying is250

70 times slower than this UAV, DJI T600 can capture 4K video images, the EBEE SQ251

used mainly for plant monitoring from early growth to maturity, Lancaster 5 precision252

Hawk equipped with sensors for temperature and humidity data capturing and SOLO253

AGCO with high precision image capturing capabilities. It can be deduced from their254

paper that UAV has improved farming systems through high precision data capturing,255

faster spraying of farms, and effective monitoring of farms.256

257

The authors in [31] have used double cameras to capture crops images helping re-258

searchers to generate 3D dimensional models. This has enabled the researchers to259

detect the rice crops more efficiently from the images captured from the UAV. It can260

be inferred that the limitation of their research is that very few experiments have been261

carried out using this methodology. There is need to conduct more varied experiments262

on different crop fields to give more authenticity to this approach. The authors in [34]263

discuss that edge nodes experience challenge during transmission of data over long dis-264

tances within a network, they suggest using a drone on the farm can help in resolving265

it, the drones can establish connectivity between the nodes and the base stations. It266

can be deduced from their research that LoRa protocol can be used for data transmis-267

sion between the drones and the base stations while Wi-Fi or Bluetooth can be used for268

shorter distance data exchange such as between the edge nodes and the drones. The269

limitation of their research is that they have not tested their network design in a sce-270

nario using diverse edge nodes where the drones are flying in high altitudes. It can be271

inferred from Figure 2 showing a network architecture where a drone is used in a farm272

to capture data via Wi-Fi connectivity from the sensors installed on the farm animals273

and on crops. The drone transmits these data via wireless connectivity using either274
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Figure 2: Network Architecture for a farm without Internet connectivity

LoRa protocol or Transmission control protocol to the base station so that the data275

eventually are transmitted to the cloud. According to [35], UAVs can be used to collect276

thermal and multi-spectral data from a farm in order to determine the relationship277

between the features of the images collected and the onion irrigation treatment. It can278

be deduced from their research that the UAV flight height can influence the accuracy279

of the onion irrigation system. Their research informs us that using neural networks,280

onion irrigation estimation can be affected by different image spectral bands. Their281

result educates us that the Blue, Green, Red and near infrared (RGB-NIR) image282

band has produced the best accuracy of 0.84 from the analysis for the onion irrigation283

estimate. Many UAV have been developed for agriculture over the years. The authors284

in [36] described some of the UAV namely, the Agdrone with capacity to cover 600-800285

acres within an hour at an altitude of 400feet. Additionally, the DJI Matric 100 has286

a double battery facility and has extra 40 minutes flight period compared to other287
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drones. This UAV is incorporated with GPS, sophisticated navigation system. They288

mentioned other UAV systems such as Agras MG-1-DJI with unique ability to carry289

10KG of liquid over an area of 4000-6000 m2 within 10 minutes, manual spraying is290

70 times slower than this UAV, DJI T600 can capture 4K video images, the EBEE SQ291

used mainly for plant monitoring from early growth to maturity, Lancaster 5 precision292

Hawk equipped with sensors for temperature and humidity data capturing and SOLO293

AGCO with high precision image capturing capabilities. It can be deduced from their294

paper that UAV has improved farming system through high precision data capturing,295

faster spraying of farms and effective monitoring of farms.296

3.3. Internet of Things297

IoT involves the connection of network hardware devices, software, and most im-298

portantly human beings that exchanging data for specified purposes, the researchers299

mentioned that the ability of computes within a network to take certain decisions300

without human involvement has been evolving over the years. It can be deduced301

from their paper that intelligent Technologies such as intelligent IoT within a farm302

can reduce crop loss and invariably reduce the loss of revenues by the farmers. [37].303

According to [38], IoT has improved data analytics. Despite all these achievements304

with IoT, there is a great concern in the use of low power wide area communication305

technology for smart farming and they believe further work on the Narrowband IoT306

(NB-IoT) technology will enhance the use of IoT in agriculture. The NB-IoT is a307

non-wired transmission standard used in IoT, the protocol is very effective for data308

exchange where the little capacity of data is needed for connection, low bandwidth and309

prolonged battery for the edge devices are required As discussed in [39], IoT network310

devices use protocols for communication within a network, such as NB-IoT, Trans-311

mission control protocol/Internet Protocol. According to [40], Agri-IoT comprises the312

exchange and use of information among sensors, data streams, processes, web-based313

services, farm entities, open data, using semantic technologies to connect web data. It314

can be deduced from their research that the interoperability of Agri-IoT has helped315

the farmers to achieve better product quality, increase productivity, protect the en-316

vironment, reduce the waste of resources, better responds to unpredictable events,317

and provide transparency to the customers. The limitation of the research is that the318

specific solution cannot protect crops for harvest during adverse weather conditions.319

The use of IoT in farming helps to reduce the risk of pesticides harming humans and320

animals that consume the crops [41]. They further iterated that IoT in smart farming321

can be used to scare away birds and wild animals that attack crops by producing322

different low-frequency ultra-sounds on the farm. The limitation of their research is323

that they have not provided an alternative option for the farmers to solve the prob-324

lem of pests’ attacks without using pesticides. The authors in [42], have stated that325

geospatial analysis and linked data cube for semantic analysis, can be used to inte-326

grate the equipment on the farm and control the quality of data transmitted from the327

farm. According to [43], big data will affect the range and magnitude of smart farm-328

ing business at tremendous speed. It will make big data readily available providing329

real-time forecasting, tracking of farm devices, and providing autonomous operation330

on the farm. It can be inferred from [42] and [43] research, that IoT will help to331

integrate equipment on the farms. They further iterated that big data obtained from332

IoT will revolutionize the smart farming sector. However, data security has not been333

considered in this research. It has been discussed in [44], that using smart farming, dis-334

eases can be detected using image processing. It can be deduced from their work that335

farmers can take preventive measures against certain disease outbreaks while planting336
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their crops to achieve a high yield. The limitation of this research is that the farmers337

cannot take preventive measures for the outbreak of the brand-new trend of diseases338

[45]. Their research informs us that the sensing and actuators as a service (SAaaS)339

can provide a cloud service, where data are exchanged from the infrastructure via the340

sensors, actuators, and the user through the cloud. The authors in [46], discussed341

that there is a need for further research in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)342

to enhance the development of the sector by suggesting solutions to some of the ex-343

isting challenges within IIoT. They highlighted some existing challenges in the IIoT344

including lightweight encryption for IIoT, failure detection, recovery, prediction for345

IIoT, data reliability & access control in IIoT, real attacks in IIoT. It can be deduced346

from [45, 47, 37, 40, 43] that the IoT-cloud can be used to provide smart solutions347

allowing the farmer to receive information from the farm via the Internet on devices348

real-time at various locations. The authors in [46] discuss IoT challenges associated349

with security, data validation and integrity, and trust. It can be deduced from [48]350

research that IoTs can be used to boost food production thus through the production351

of healthy and high-quality crops & animals and invariably reduce drastically the loss352

of crops and animals by processing the data received. Furthermore, algorithms have353

been used for disease recognition in crops and animals, and deep learning techniques354

for texture recognition, Their research has indicated some limitations in intelligent IoT355

such as the security of the data, privacy, and trust management in information within356

the system. According to [49], they informed us that using a multi-layered framework357

IoT data can be compressed by 90% with an error rate of 1%. Additionally, energy358

consumption is reduced by 45%. However, their work exhibits some limitations such359

as their framework can compress only numerical data. It was discussed in [50], that360

using map-reduce and Hadoop framework for IoT, big data, the cloud, and wireless361

sensor network. Therefore, the performance of the wireless sensor networks can be362

optimized to achieve optimal accuracy in error detection. Their work showed that all363

the computational and communication opacity can be kept away from the users. As364

discussed in [51], that video, image, and text compression respectively for IoT data,365

can lead to low bandwidth usage for data transmission. It can be inferred from [49,366

50, 51] that using compression techniques, low bandwidth, low latency, and improved367

performance can be achieved in IoT data transmission. According to [52] paper, a368

fog- assistant smart -surveillance-based smart transportation system for IoT has been369

designed. , based on the fog-framework for intelligent public safety in vehicular envi-370

ronment (FISVER), their research results achieved enhanced computer processing unit371

(CPU) performance by 27.6%, network performance by 51.98% with an energy-saving372

efficiency of 62.14% when they compared it with existing experimental results. The373

limitation of their work is that their solution has not been tested in an over-saturated374

traffic network. It can be deduced from [53] research that using Vehicular Ad-Hoc Net-375

work (VANET) where they integrated a vehicular fog computing and vehicle-to-vehicle376

(V2V) communication technologies, they assumed vehicles as fog servers for their re-377

search, they were able to achieve low latency and optimal quality of service (QoS) for378

the IoT data traffic but despite their laudable achievement their research limitation379

is that it has not been tested for a vehicle supporting more than one vehicle at the380

same time or one vehicle following more than one host at the same time According to381

[54], the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a smart technology which enhances transporta-382

tion where they incorporate Internet and vehicular cloud, their research considered383

the Wazid et al proposal of using Authenticated key management Protocol in a Fog384

computing system so that data exchange can be secure within a network comprising385

of vehicles, fog servers, and roadside units (RSUs) cloud computers. Their research386
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indicated that the Wazid et al solution cannot achieve enhanced performance for the387

Internet of vehicles network, and they recommended that the solution needed great388

review since it cannot be used due to the poor performance of the Wazid et al solution.389

The vehicle impersonation, fog server impersonation, roadside units (RSUs) imperson-390

ation, cloud server attacks of their solution was very high, and they recommended it391

is not reliable for the internet of vehicles network. According to [55], IoV enables the392

infrastructures to update information at the same rate they receive the information,393

cybernation, and efficient tracking of installed devices. They further discussed that394

the integration of the intelligent transportation system (ITS), IoT devices, and the395

control of the ITS devices are referred as the cyber-physical system (CPS) despite the396

tremendous contribution with regards to the improved computational capability of the397

combination, these technologies attract high cost for deployment, management of the398

combination of ITS and IoT network still serve as limitations. It is observed from [52,399

53,54, 55] vehicle Ad-hoc network, fog servers, and internet of vehicles smart technol-400

ogy improve transportation, the researchers assume the vehicles as fog servers for IoT401

and their results indicate the improved quality of service, low latency, CPU perfor-402

mance, network performance, energy-saving efficiency of 62.14% but the management403

of this technology is still a challenge that should be addressed. It can be deduced404

from the research of [38], [48], [56], [57], [58], and [59] that, IoT has contributed pos-405

itively to agriculture to enhance the quantity and quality of food production. It has406

improved the processing of crops by fast-tracking harvesting, implemented control of407

disease and pest, and avoided the excessive and insufficient application of fungicide or408

pesticides. With all these achievements, research outcome has indicated that there are409

still challenges with the security of using IoT in Agriculture, especially with the issues410

of privacy and trust of the data management. These challenges have opened a window411

for further contribution in the academics to embark upon more research to improve412

on existing work, which has improved agricultural production using IoT. The concept413

of identifying these challenges to researchers to act is a contribution by this paper on414

the next step to be taken by future academic professionals.415

3.4. Artificial Intelligence416

AI can be used to monitor the movement and location of the animals on a farm417

[60]. It can be deduced from this research that the activities of the animals within418

the farm could be monitored when they walk, graze, rest, or run. The researchers419

can ascertain from the data obtained that different patterns can be obtained using420

unsupervised learning to determine whether either a poacher or an attacker is among421

the animals or within the farm. However, the limitation of the unsupervised learn-422

ing technique is that it is not reliable since there is no prior knowledge of the input423

data. The machine is saddled with the responsibility to learn the data and use it to424

determine the hidden patterns. As cited in [61], Federated Learning (FL) methodol-425

ogy enables the network to be more comprehensive in processing raw data, unlike the426

centralized deep learning system. It can be inferred from their research that FL is427

a very husky system, which can handle user equipment and edge nodes, unbalanced428

and non-Independent Identical Distributed (non-IIDD) data successfully. The system429

can train the data using mini-batches to reduce the communication cost. Some of the430

limitations of their work include the issue of the AI management at the edge nodes and431

the multi-dimensional resources for the AI at the edge, which makes the splitting of AI432

tasks a challenging problem. It has been observed that FL in edge AI cannot iterate433

the edge nodes in real-time which indicates opportunities for further research. Accord-434

ing to [62], ML which is a subset of AI that has been used in many sectors namely435
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forecasting stock market patterns, diagnosing disease, estimating business patterns,436

creating circuits, speech monitored gadgets, human-computer interaction, self-driving437

vehicles, and natural language processing just to mention a few. It can be observed438

from table 2, that implementation of sensors, UAV, IoT, AI in smart farms comes with439

its concern, scenario, and issues. Sensors are cheap to deploy in a farm but UAVs,440

IoT, AI are very expensive to deploy on a mechanized farm. According to [61], FL441

data aggregation can be done at the global model, it is deduced as a limitation for442

sensors at the edge nodes as captured in table 2.443

Table 2: Comparison of sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),internet of Things (IoT), Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in Smart Agriculture

Properties [sensors] [UAVs] [IoT] [AI]
High Transmission speed N Y N/A Y
Provide connectivity where
no internet is available

N Y N Y

Cover long range of distance
for data transmission

N Y N/A Y

Mobility within the farm N Y N/A N/A
High Processing power N N N/A Y
Analyse data aggregate N N N/A Y
High security in transmis-
sion of data

N Y Y Y

Capturing of Data by direct
contact

Y N N N

Run out of Power over time Y Y N/A N/A
Psychological effect on Live-
stock

Y Y N/A N/A

Low Cost of deployment Y N N N
Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

4. The impact of climate to smart farming444

Comparing the soil heat storage, energy consumed during photosynthesis are fac-445

tors that influence surface fluxes and advection of the soil [62]. It can be deduced from446

their work that irrespective of the advection condition from the data set, the heat447

storage enhances the energy balance closure. It is observed from this research that448

higher surface heat fluxes are relative to a thinner, well-watered canopy with regular449

advection. The limitation of this research is that the data have been used for a short450

period. A long period of captured data set would have given a far better result and451

robust evaluation and analysis. It is observed that early data set capture would have452

produced a better research result if they are captured at the beginning of the planting453

season. The model of [64] has indicated an increase in daily temperature, photoperiod,454

causes a decrease in the leaf senescence rate of the crops. It is observed from their455

research that a shortened photoperiod and decreased daily minimum temperature can456

start the leaf senescence process. This is used to determine the leaf coloration and457

brown-down dates indicating the climate change effect on vegetation and carbon cycle.458

The limitation of this research is that they have not discussed the rate of vegetation459

coloration change within a day or a specified period. The maximum efficiency of photo-460

system II (Fv/Fm) is the most reliable indicator as stated in [65] for detecting starting461
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stage heat stress when only the photosynthetic parameters vary in wheat (Triticum462

aestivum L.) plant production. It can be deduced from this research that the photo-463

chemical reflectance index (PRI) is effective in detecting late-stage heat stress in the464

wheat plant when the chlorophyll parameters (i.e. physical and chemical variables) of465

the plant are influenced. The limitation of this research is that the experiment has not466

been applied to other species of plants to ascertain the stress conditions and vegetation467

indices. A smart surface sensing system (4S) could be used to monitor vegetation in-468

dices (VI), which is part of the photosynthetic active radiation (fPAR) and Leaf Area469

Index (LAI) [66]. 4S has enhanced knowledge in bio-sphere atmospheric relationships.470

It can be inferred from this research, that vegetation indices have been collected using471

a micro-computer, camera, multi-spectral spectrometer embedded in LED. It has been472

observed from this research that the proposed system is a low-cost cost solution for the473

remote monitoring of the sensing of the canopy structure and functions of the plant.474

The limitation of this work is that it cannot be used for monitoring of multiple remote475

sites simultaneously. According to [67], winter wheat species yield more harvest which476

invariably boosts agricultural business, market, and production. It can be inferred477

from this research that the proposed model performs better or give better results for478

data obtained from areas with high spatial resolutions or mountainous areas. The479

limitation of this research is that the system has not been applied to other crops in480

other counties to enable forecasting of the yield of the wheat plant. Vegetation indices481

(VI) and Gross Primarily Productivity (GPP) affinity are affected by many factors482

[68] such as frequency, duration of data capture. Higher vegetation and gross primary483

productivity are obtained when the data set captured monthly are used for evaluation,484

instead of using daily captured data set. It can be inferred from this research that the485

VI-GPP relationship is very weak since the VI variable is very uncertain and unsta-486

ble at lesser frequency timescales in a dry land ecosystem. Additionally, the proposed487

model has been applied to Mesquite grass shrub alone and its application has not been488

implemented to other crops to ascertain its performance. The results obtained during489

the correlation of the observed sowing dates and simulated dates of sowing according490

to [69] for winter wheat crop show that the latitude of the location of the planting491

of the crop influence the weather conditions of the flowering of the crop. It can be492

inferred from their research that higher longitude locations provide weather conditions493

for effective flowering to maturity of the winter wheat crop production. The limitation494

of their research is that the model cannot predict the winter wheat crop yield inter-495

annual across Europe and cannot consider the effect of excess water conditions for496

winter wheat crops on the farm. The model has not been applied to simulate results497

considering diverse species of the winter wheat crop. Farming and climate can be said498

to operate a symbiotic relationship because they affect each other and influence the499

outcome of each other daily. It has been observed from [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68]500

and [69] that thinner crop leaves influence the heat lux storage of the plants. The501

reduction of the minimum daily temperature controls the leaf senescence, so climate502

affects the leaves’ coloration rate of the crops. They also reported the prediction of503

heat stress on wheat production, forecasting, and production during different seasons.504

Nowadays, farmers are aware that latitudes affect the climate of the wheat crop during505

the flowering of the crop, which has reasonably improved the awareness in managing506

the crops. It is worth noting that some limitations and challenges exist in their research507

such as the collection of data for a short period which did not enable the researchers508

to simulate effectively it to other plants [64].509
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5. Challenges and Issues of Smart Farming510

The authors in [70], have considered the use of high vision resolution capturing and511

analysis of plant diseases. [16] have expressed their concerns in the communication512

protocol used for interaction within the smart farms, these protocols were effective513

for only short distance coverage areas. It has been observed in [17], [18], [19] that514

some of the intelligent devices have been operated using batteries, this has reduced515

the operational hours of the edge nodes devices since they stop transmitting data516

once they run out of power. Computational overhead is a challenge experienced in517

networks within smart farms as cited [70]. The network cannot dynamically update518

its data without the high overhead. Intelligent IoT systems handle large data, which519

have privacy concerns. There is a need for effective trust, privacy, and security of520

these data. It has been stated in, [1, 2, 3, 48, 56, 59] that there are challenges521

associated with data security, privacy, and trust management. Quality of Service522

(QoS) and network latency are other network issues within smart farms as cited in523

[2] which require further research. It can be inferred from [72] that a lot of concerns524

have arisen in smart farming from the harming of animals and humans due to the use525

of pesticides on the farm. The effect of climatic conditions on farming globally has526

been discussed in many forums. The authors in [40] have discussed the lack of proper527

detection of weather conditions which has drastically affected farming across the globe.528

With the introduction of IoT in smart farming, big data transmission is experienced529

within the network and the authors in [73] have identified the improper protection530

of these data during transmission which raises a security concern. The authors in531

[61] have discussed the communication cost issue with regards to the transmission of532

data in smart farming and believe there exists a high overhead communication cost533

in data transmission in smart farming, more research work can help to address this534

issue. Different architectures have been used for smart farming networks globally. The535

authors in [74] have proposed a Cross-Layer Multi-Cloud Application Monitoring and536

Bench-marking as-a-Service which enables efficient monitoring, detecting Quality of537

service in a multi distributed cloud environment. It can be deduced from [46] that data538

encryption in IIoT is another serious challenge that has affected smart farming and539

improvement in data encryption enabling farmers to implement IoT in smart farming540

for better agricultural productivity and enhance IoT in smart farming research. IoT541

application in smart farming is no doubt changing the trend of work in smart farming542

but there exists a limitation in the faster disease detection in crops and there is a543

need for further research in this area according to [12], [15]. Smart farming provides544

the technology for farmers to monitor their farms remotely but [19] discussed that545

monitoring of animals on the farm requires more research attention since effective546

monitoring of animals location, health, and change in their behavior pattern within547

the farm will provide real-time information about the animals in the farm. Different548

plants require different soils for effective production within a farm, The authors in549

[66] have informed us of the limitation in knowing soil condition in smart farming,550

further research is needed in determining the soil condition when it’s used for crop551

cultivation to ensure a productive harvest. Some research work has been conducted552

to use machine learning for early detection of disease in crops. The authors in [77, 78]553

have discussed that despite these efforts there is a limitation in this area and more554

models need to be developed to predict disease early enough before the farm harvest is555

reduced drastically due to disease infestation. In a mixed cropping scenario, there is a556

challenge to identify the fruits [78]. There is a need to develop models or algorithms to557

help farmers to detect crops fruit early enough to prevent over-ripening of fruits and558

wastage. Smart farming has opened an opportunity for researchers to investigate the559
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leaf water stress level in plants as cited in [79] which will help understand the certain560

effect of climate on crops and plant water loss through their leaves. It can be deduced561

from Tables 3, 4, 5,6 present many challenges that exist with the application of IoT to562

smart farming. These challenges range from monitoring crops leaf water stress level563

to the monitoring of locations, health, behavior pattern of animals, however, all these564

challenges have created opportunities for research for academics.

Table 3: Comparison of IoT issues in smart farming

Properties [37] [39] [40] [72 [56] [59] [3] [1] [71] [48] [2]
Security N/A N/A N/A N/A N N N N N N N/A
Control
actuators N/A Y N N N Y Y Y N N/A N/A
Network
Lifetime N/A N/A N/A N/A N N N N N N/A Y
Network
Latency N N N N N N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y
Transmission
reliability N N N N N N N N N N Y
Quality of
experience
QoE) N N N N N N N N N N Y
Reduce risk
of Pesticides
harming
Animals or
Human N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y N/A N/A
Semantic
interoperability N N N N Y N N N N N N
Detection
of weather
conditions N/A N/A Y N N N N N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

565

6. Cloud-Based IoT Smart Farming566

ICT technologies can improve the level of interaction as stated by [80] between the567

small-scale farmers and the farming expert tremendously. It can be inferred from their568

research that the GeoFarmer solution can help the farmers share their experience with569

both the favorable experiences and challenges they encountered in the farm [80]. It has570

been observed that the GeoFarmer solution also provided Interactive Voice Response571

(IVR) features enabling the farmers to have voice conversations with the facilitators via572

their smartphones. This has helped them to give a better explanation of the outcome573

of the professional advice they received from the farming experts especially in areas574

where internet connectivity is very limited. It is noticed that the solution provided an575

expert to the farmer, farmer-to-farmer interaction which helped information sharing,576

data collection, and evaluation process. The limitation of their research is that the577

solution cannot monitor the farmers’ attitudes and practices toward the GeoFarmer578

solution which provides room for further studies in the research. The involvement of579

users with little or no ICT skills has created a challenge for these categories of users.580
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Table 4: Comparison of IoT issues in smart farming(Part 2

Properties [44] [42] [43] [46] [45] [74] [73] [71] [60] [61]
Security N N N N N N Y N/A N/A N/A
Preventive measures
using IoT

Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y N

Semantic interoper-
ability

N Y Y N N N N N N N

Architecture N N N N N Y N N N N
Reduce communica-
tion Cost

N N N N N N N N N Y

Quality of Service
(QoS)

N N N N N Y N N Y Y

Sensing and actuators
as a service (SAaaS)

N N N N Y N N N N N

handle multi-keyword
search.

N N N N N N N Y N N

increase in computa-
tion overhead.

N/A N/A N/A N N N N Y N N

Lightweight encryp-
tion for IIoT

N N N Y N N N N N N

Failure detection N N N Y N N N N N N
prediction for IIoT N N N Y N N N N N N
data reliability N N N Y N N N N N N
access control in IIoT N N N Y N N N N N N
real attacks in IIoT N N N Y N N N N N N
Management of IIoT
designs and software

N N N Y N N N N N N

validation of safe trust
in IIoT

N N N Y N N N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

According to [81], IoTs can be used to regulate the opening of valves for actuators581

installed for the irrigation system to avoid water stress to the crops. It can be deduced582

from their research that farmers are informed remotely of the soil water condition via583

text message saving time of travel within the farm, making the farming system an584

automated one and gives precise measurable water condition of the soil on the farm.585

This will help prevent disease within the soil due to excessive watering of the soil.586

The limitation of this work is that the application developed cannot measure the daily587

water needs of the plant. It has been stated in [82] that using an IoT with various588

sensors for data transmission via the cloud to a server for collection of the temperature589

and humidity data, which are analyzed by the researchers. This helps them control590

the mildew disease spread within a farm. It can be deduced from this research that591

this approach can assist to regulate the application of fungicides within the farm. The592

limitation of this research is that the decision support system used by the researchers593

cannot collect the images of the leaves, analyze the transformation of the leaves such594

as change of color that indicates the signs of disease infection on the plant. Moving595

of animals’ feeder around in the field according to [83] causes high contamination of596

the water table underneath the field through the excreta of the animals, more so their597

hooves cause soil compaction and high spread of E.coli disease within the farm. It can598
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Table 5: Comparison of IoT issues in smart farming (part 3)
Properties [12] [70] [15] [65] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [63] [64] [59]
noise filtering
capacity

Y N N N N N N N N N N N N

Architecture N Y N N N N N N N N N N N
Increased
Computa-
tional time

N Y N N N N N N N N N N N

faster detec-
tion rate for
crop disease

Y N Y N Y N N N N N N N N

reduced the
time of di-
agnosis of
animal
illness. Y N Y N Y N N N N N N N N
Enhanced
Data Trans-
mission

N N N N N Y N N N N N N N

monitor the
movement of
the animals
within and
outside the
farm

N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N

determine the
animals atti-
tude and be-
havioral pat-
tern

N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N

monitor
health
changes
among the
animals

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y Y Y N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Color, Shape
from 3D sen-
sor

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y N/A N/A N/A N/A

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

be deduced from their work that it is better to use the static feeder to provide feeds599

to animals on the farm, resulting in a higher reduction of the spread of disease and600

infection. Strategic decision-making methods [84] for its management yields a better601

production than adopting short-term decision technics, which has been exemplified602

by the fruit farmers. Their research is very informative because it reveals that there603

are alternative techniques, which the crop farmers can consider for the management604

of their farms such as Cohort. Table 8 provides an overview of the advantages and605

limitations of cloud-based IoT for smart farming. According to [85], IoT storage606

demand can be decreased using two-layer compression, first compressing the data in607

the fog layer yielding data reduction by 50% upon and then in the cloud compressing608

the data up to 90%. A limitation of this work is that it compresses only numerical609

data. As cited in [86], it has been observed that data curation of IoT big sensing data610

is applied in the cloud methodology to improve the retrieval of lost data. The adopted611

MapReduce and graph-based compression technique have resulted in the apportionable612

squeezing of the dataset. It can be inferred from this research that the error detection613

in IoT big sensing data is impressive, however, this solution offers better ratability614

of the data in the cloud. Their work also has experienced some limitations such as615

in situations where there exists an identity curve function between two-time series,616

their regression model was not able to achieve impressive predictions The paper in617

[87] uses intelligent IoT devices where several parameters can be sensed at the edge618

node. It can be deduced from this research that intelligent IoT devices using 5G619
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Table 6: Comparison of IoT issues in smart farming,(Part 4)
Properties [67] [66] [68] [69] [80] [81] [104] [82] [91] [77] [76] [78] [93] [79]
Interactive
voice response
with farmers

N N N N Y N N N N N N N N N

Determination
of soil condi-
tion

N N N N N Y N N N N N N N N

Soil conduc-
tivity

N N N N N N Y N N N N N N N

Protection of
crop disease
using IoT

N N N N N N N Y N N N N N N

color seg-
mentation
to determine
grapes for
harvest

N N N N N N N N Y N N N N N

early disease
detection
using im-
age capture
technic

N N N N N N N N N Y Y N N N

support vec-
tor machine
for recog-
nition of
fruit

N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N

three dimen-
sional point
cloud(TDPC)

N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N

monitor the
leaf water
stress

N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

topology have been used to monitor air contamination, their suggested device was able620

to detect the quantity of nitrogen IV oxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur621

IV oxide (SO2) within the tested location. It can also be inferred from their research622

that intelligent IoT has been applied to electricity metering using Wi-Fi and NB-IoT623

protocols to reduce the bandwidth required for data transmission. Table 8-11 gives624

us an overview of the benefits and limitations of IoT cloud-based Smart farming. It625

can be deduced that AI has improved and enhanced smart farming in many ways.626

From Table 12-17, a broad view of the comparison of the various observed advantages627

and shortcomings of the Internet of things cloud-based smart farming is illustrated.628

It has been stated in [88] that using a Fog-assistant framework for smart transport629

system network with smart surveillance functionalities use case are very reliable for630

crime investigation. It is inferred from their research that this intelligent IoT cloud-631

based device when tested in a laboratory resulted in an execution enhancement of632

the network by 51.98%, saving of energy by 62.14%, computer performance of 27.76%633

when they compared it with the conventional installation of the system. It can be634

deduced from [89] that Cloud Internet of Things open room for further research in635

cloud computing and IoT due to its limitations such as scalability, reliability, privacy,636

security, heterogeneity of the hardware used, energy and power optimization, service637

level agreement implementation, billing and pricing. The incorporation of intelligent638

IoT devices into a network improves the data transmission between the edge nodes639

and the cloud through data compression and pruning [85, 86, 87, 88] As cited in640

[90], humans have been using technology to combat the food shortage experienced641

globally using IoT, robotics, and AI to detect crops and animal diseases early to reduce642
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crops and Livestock wastage during harvest. It can be deduced from their paper that643

technology has been used to reduce physical labor on the farm and boost crop and644

animal production geometrically. Monitoring of crops with the aid of technology has645

taken lesser time producing optimal results which are more informative compared to646

physical inspection of the farm.647

7. Application of Machine Learning to Agriculture648

Authors in [82, 94, 77, 76, 83, 84] have reported that farms’ performance over the649

years has not met their expectations due to disease infections, poor farm management650

strategies, adoption of old farming practices, and lack of technical skills for early dis-651

ease detection for crops. However, the introduction of information technology using652

IoT aiming to collect data for generating analytics. As an effect, many of the challenges653

can be reduced drastically to boost agricultural food production. Using a support vec-654

tor machine (SVM) for 3D descriptor with color fusion and genetic algorithm [78] have655

resulted in high performance and accuracy in the recognition of apple fruit, branches,656

and their leaves. It is observed that this research work will boost the fruit harvest-657

ing, but the solution has not been widely used among farmers. IoT has contributed658

immensely to the agricultural sector in Colombia [92], using an open-source platform659

called Things board. It has helped the government to collect farmers’ data across the660

country and enhance their monitoring as a service activity. It can be deduced that the661

Internet of Things will enhance cloud-based farming for farm extension services. H.662

Laser scanning of the surface shape of rice seed based on the three-dimensional point663

cloud (TDPC) methodology, the shape dimensions of the rice seed can be calculated664

[93]. It can be deduced from this research that the TDPC methodology result had665

an average error value of less than 1.5% when compared with the physically measured666

value. It has been observed that the concave package algorithm enabled the researchers667

to obtain the contour of the projected point cloud, this helped to obtain the volume668

of the rice seed unit by summing up all the volume of all the vectoral contour triangle669

area which was obtained by the sum of the sectional area of the point cloud for the670

rice seed. It can be inferred that there is high accuracy in their research when the671

measured surface area obtained from the triangular algorithm is compared to the the-672

oretical surface area of the rice seed. The research has indicated that minimal error of673

0.58mm3, the average error of 1.37%, standard deviation of 0.10 when the theoretical674

volume is compared to the measured volume. Technology usage in Agriculture has675

enabled researchers to determine the volume of a grain seed despite the tiny size [93],676

data collection in developing countries are now achievable due to IoT [78], SVM has677

been used to capture fruits shape and leaves color for analysis purposes [76]. we are678

approaching a stage where IoT application using a cloud-based farming system will679

reveal information which has been mysteries over the years relating to crop diseases,680

fruit, leaves, color detection for decision making on how best to cultivate and increase681

food production worldwide. The leaf patch clamp pressure probe method produced682

high accuracy in the result as cited in [79] when used to monitor the leaf water stress683

and schedule irrigation in an orchard. This was a case study where it was carried out684

on olive trees and the results obtained were very impressive. It can be deduced from685

their work that automatic identification of leaf pressure, stem water potential, and leaf686

stomata conductance can be investigated which broadens the area of research in the687

study of the structure of the tree leaves. The limitation of this work is that this work688

has been carried out in olive trees alone. The evaluation of data in Agriculture has689

been done in different ways over the years. Four regression methodologies have been690
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used to compare the spatial down-scaling of soil organic carbon stocks maps yielded691

different results. They have confirmed that the random forest and cubist have indi-692

cated better mass-preserving constraint when compared with Edgroi case studies [94].693

They have found out that in complex case studies the random forest and cubist yield694

better results. Additionally, the simpler regression test, the linear model, and the695

generic addition model have shown better performance. It can be deduced from their696

research paper that different regression models provide the opportunity to get the best697

result for the investigation. Farm sourcing is another approach which has been used as698

a crowd sourcing initiative for tasks, local observation, dissemination of data acquired699

from sensors, their review emphasizes the fact that collection of data, the information700

in agriculture has faced serious challenges because the land used by farmers are private701

lands and access is restricted most times due to privacy issues [95] but their work has702

not addressed the behavioral issues associated with people in private farms. An IoT703

prototype system was developed which was tested in the vineyard for the spraying704

operation of the farm and it was able to effectively monitor and acquire data from705

the operation. When the experimental values and theoretical values were compared706

namely the spray pressure, flow rate, application rate to ascertain the efficiency. The707

result of their research was very informative [96], but the limitation of their work was708

found when the system was applied to a tractor with a sprayer attached, moving up-709

hill which generated an inaccurate application rate, more so regular cleaning of the710

calibrator for spraying pesticide was required to obtain accurate experimental results.711

Ofoot researchers have developed a system which is a combination of the cropping712

model called CropSyst and a user interface to compare the carbon footprint implica-713

tions of changing farm management or inputs [97]. It can be deduced from the paper714

that their work has been reliable because the results are consistent with the existing715

literature report [97]. However, Ofoot tool is an online tool; for locations without In-716

ternet access, the tool cannot be used. A dissection for color information in greenhouse717

vegetables to detect foliar disease spots in a real field situation using a comprehensive718

color feature map is reported in [98]. The paper discussed accurate data input in the719

convolutional neural network (CNN) and the proposed algorithm yields a better result720

than K-mean clustering and OTSUs algorithm used for disease detection. The limi-721

tation of this research is that this algorithm has not been tested on other crops and722

under different conditions which are not a greenhouse. As cited in [98], using smart723

farming hydroponics devices, the farmers can produce crops that are better than crops724

produced from manual control farms with a gain difference between 20% to 60% for725

all parameters such as weight of the crop, size, and coloration. Their research work726

has indicated that farmers could receive good ecological, economic benefits from their727

farms when they adopt smart intelligent farming systems. The limitation of their work728

is that the data used for their research have been collected over a very short period.729

The introduction of IoT devices in Pig farms to monitor the weight and gait of pigs730

using gadgets such as smart mat device to know their next gestation period, lameness731

during pregnancy of the pigs informed us that effective monitoring and observation of732

pregnant pigs can be conducted to avoid miscarriage during pregnancy and production733

of healthy piglets [99]. but the limitation of their research is that this approach has734

not been applied to other animals to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the735

methodology. According to [97], IoT in smart farming can be used to collect informa-736

tion such as soil moisture, temperature, these were used to make disease prediction in737

cotton crops. It can be deduced from their research that smart farming can be used to738

determine the infection on crops and invariably determine the post-harvest production739

for the cotton crop and this will help predict the production along the value chain to740
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produce cotton. The limitation of their work is that their algorithm has not been741

used to evaluate other crops. [100] discussed that the random forest ML algorithm has742

been used to establish a relationship between the volumetric soil moisture, Synthetic743

Aperture Radar (SAR), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), and data744

from a high-resolution surface model. It can be deduced from their research that the745

vegetation indices, radar remote sensing, and topographical attributes can be used for746

soil moisture recovery for hilly scenery [100]. The limitation of this research is that747

the model cannot be used in locations where there is low cloud coverage. Table 7748

provides an overview of the comparison of existing survey papers on smart farming,749

it informs us of the challenges relating to IoT based Agriculture Monitoring System750

and their impact on optimal utilization of Resources [101], Clustering Techniques in751

WSNs [2], Securing the Internet of Things and Wireless Sensor Networks via Machine752

Learning [102]. Figure 3 shows a cloud-based IoT network for agriculture designed to753

implement machine learning models to capture and analyses data within a farm, this754

proposed network advantage is that it can use Tensor processing unit (TPU) proces-755

sors for faster computational processing of data received, models running TensorFlow,756

Keras ML libraries and TensorFlow lite ML library for mobile devices for remote ac-757

cessibility of the data within the farm. Application of technology in Agriculture has758

enabled researchers to measure the soil moisture content and the data was displayed759

on a developed website and can be accessed via mobile devices. This has aided peo-760

ple working remotely to view the results in real-time on their mobile phones [103].761

The limitation of their work is that their research has not been applied to other en-762

vironmental parameters such as temperature and relative humidity. To monitor the763

environmental conditions in a farming system, the authors in [101] can use a low-cost764

solution and due to its programmability to suit different environmental situations.765
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Figure 3: Internet of Things cloud based smart farming
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Table 7: Comparison of existing survey papers

Properties [101] [39] [2] [105] [106] [102] [107]
IoT based Digital
Agriculture Monitoring
System and their impact
on optimal utilization of
Resources Y N N N N N N
Prominence of Internet
of Things with cloud N Y N N N N N
Clustering Techniques
in WSNs and Consideration
of the Challenges of Applying
Such to 5G IoT Scenarios N N Y N N N N
Connectivity and Cloud
Automation Technologies
for The Internet of Things N N N Y N N N
Analytics for the
Internet of Things N N N N Y N N
Securing the Internet
of Things and Wireless
Sensor Networks via
Machine Learning N N N N N Y N
Machine Learning
Techniques Applied to
Software Defined Networking N N N N N N Y

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 8: Advantages and short comings of Internet of things cloud based Smart farming

References Advantages Short comings
Smart
farming
for crop
production

[12] Better segmentation of cu-
cumber spot edges was ob-
tained by weighted neigh-
borhood gray values using
the algorithm developed.

The experiment was carried
out only on cucumber crop
and the algorithm need to
be tested on other crops.

[13] Identification and separa-
tion of plant disease in
strawberry plant, a success
rate of 97% and computa-
tional time for the analy-
sis was 1.2seconds for the
disease identification and
grouping of Cypriot diseases

Low computational power
computer for resolution cap-
turing and analysis of plant
disease

[15] The K-means methodology
using a support vector Ma-
trix and neural network to
separate plants with dis-
eases

The research did not ex-
plore the unsupervised
Learning models for train-
ing its dataset for better
analysis

Smart
Farming
for Animal
production

[16] labeling procedure used to
develop an efficient algo-
rithm that automatically
identifies the health and
welfare of animals.

It is a Labor intensive pro-
cedure, time consuming too,
the procedure can only be
performed by trained pro-
fessionals

[17] A wireless neck collar con-
nected to the farm animals
for data transmission from
the animal to the cloud and
remote computer.

The neck collar is battery
operated which run out af-
ter some time.
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Table 9: Advantages and short comings of Internet of things cloud based Smart farming (continuation)

References Advantages Short comings
Smart
Farming
for Animal
production

[18] sea-lice counting & crowd-
ing control in fish farming to
enhance fish farming

it uses sensors for data cap-
turing

[19] Using IoT to monitor live-
stock behavior, movement
(lying down, walking, graz-
ing, standing)

Security in the transmission
of the data via the cloud,
sudden death of the animal
during the experiment could
affect the results.

Smart
farming
in Post
harvesting

[20] RGB-D sensor used for har-
vesting of sweet pepper by
cutting the peduncle, this
approach enabled the re-
searchers to calculate the
crop volume.

the detection speed of the
device is very slow, and this
affects the performance of
the detection speed and pro-
cess

[21] Monte Carlo simulation
used to determine the best
harvest age of a coconut.
The determined age influ-
enced the selling price of
the crop.

other factors such as de-
mand, inventory, holding
cost and transportation cost
were not considered which
also influence the selling
price of the coconut crop

Effect of
climate
on smart
farming

[63] soil heat storage, energy
consumed during photosyn-
thesis are factors that influ-
ence surface fluxes and ad-
vection of the soil. It is ob-
served from their research
that higher surface heat
fluxes are relative to a thin-
ner, well-watered canopy
with regular advection.

dataset used was for a short
period, a long duration cap-
tured dataset would have
given a far better result and
robust evaluation & analy-
sis of the research. Data
were not captured at the be-
ginning of the planting sea-
son for better results.

[64] A model developed for
predicting autumn phe-
nology, to determine how
leaf senescence is con-
trolled by photo-period and
temperature coupling.

The rate of vegetation col-
oration change within a day
or within a specified period
is unknown.
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Table 10: Advantages and short comings of Internet of things cloud based Smart farming (continua-
tion)

References Advantages Short comings
Effect of
climate
on smart
farming

[65] photo-chemical reflectance
index (PRI) is effective
in detecting late-stage heat
stress in wheat plant when
the chlorophyll parameters
(physical & chemical vari-
ables) of the plant are influ-
enced.

The experiment was not ap-
plied to other species of
wheat or other crops for re-
liable results

[66] smart surface sensing sys-
tem (4S) used to moni-
tor vegetation indices (VI)
which is part of the pho-
tosynthetic active radiation
(fPAR) and Leaf area index
(LAI).

it cannot be used for mon-
itoring of multiple remote
sites simultaneously.

[67] Evaluation of the near-
surface air temperature
data sets from the ERA-
Interim (ERAI), Japanese
55-Year Re-analysis,
Modern-Era Retrospec-
tive Analysis for Research
and Applications Version 2

Inability to integrate the
data from minimum and
maximum temperatures to
be used as indicators of pos-
sible stress situation in the
forecast model.

[68] Understanding the relation-
ship between vegetation
greenness and productivity
across dry land ecosystems
through the integration of
PhenoCam, satellite, and
eddy covariance data.

model was only applied to
Mesquite grass shrub alone
and its has not been applied
to other crops to ascertain
its performance.

[69] Improving WOFOST model
to simulate winter wheat
phenology.

model cannot predict the
winter wheat crop yield
inter-annual across Europe
and cannot consider the ef-
fect of excess water condi-
tion for winter wheat crop
in the farm
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Table 11: Advantages and short comings of Internet of things cloud based Smart farming (continua-
tion)

References Advantages Short comings
Artificial
Intelli-
gence

[60] AI in edge computing used
to monitor the movement
(running, walking, grazing,
resting) and location of the
animals in a farm. Dif-
ferent pattern using unsu-
pervised Learning to deter-
mine when a poacher or at-
tacker is among the animal
or within the farm.

the unsupervised learning
technic is less reliable since
there is no prior knowledge
of the input data. The
model is saddled with the
responsibility to learn the
data and use it to determine
the hidden patterns.

[61] FL is used to handle user
equipment and edge nodes
for unbalanced and non-
Independent Identical Dis-
tributed (non- IDD) data.
The system has ability to
train the data using mini-
batches to reduce the com-
munication cost

FL in edge AI not giving
results in real-time, FL not
applied In-edge AI to a het-
erogeneous network to test
its performance
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Table 12: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers

Properties [12] [70] [15] [16] [17] [19] 18] [20] [21] [63]
Better segmentation of crop
spot edges

Y N N N N N N N N N

identification and separa-
tion of plant disease in fast
computational time

N Y N N N N N N N N

The K-means methodology
using support vector Matrix
and neural network to sepa-
rate plants with diseases in
WSNs

N N Y N N N N N N N

algorithm which automat-
ically identify health and
welfare of animals.

N N N Y N N N N N N

A wireless neck collar con-
nected to the farm animals
for data transmission

N N N N Y N N N N N

Using IoT to monitor live-
stock behavior, movement
(lying down, walking, graz-
ing, standing)

N N N N N Y N N N N

sea-lice counting & crowd-
ing control in fish farming to
enhance fish farming.

N N N N N N Y N N N

RGB-D sensor used for har-
vesting of sweet pepper by
cutting the peduncle

N N N N N N N Y N N

Monte Carlo simulation
used to determine the best
harvest age of a coconut.

N N N N N N N N Y N

soil heat storage, energy
consumed during photosyn-
thesis that influence surface
fluxes and advection of soil.

N N N N N N N N N Y

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 13: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers(continuation)

Properties [12] [70] [15] [16] [17] [19] [18] [20] [21] [63]
A model developed for pre-
dicting autumn phenology,
to determine how leaf senes-
cence is controlled by pho-
toperiod and temperature
coupling.

N N N N N N N N N N

photo-chemical reflectance
index (PRI) is effective
in detecting late-stage heat
stress in wheat plant when
the chlorophyll parameters
of the plant are influenced.

N N N N N N N N N N

smart surface sensing sys-
tem (4S) used to moni-
tor vegetation indices (VI)
which is part of the pho-
tosynthetic active radiation
(fPAR) and Leaf area index
(LAI).

N N N N N N N N N N

Evaluation of the near-
surface air temperature
data sets from the ERA-
Interim (ERAI)

N N N N N N N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 14: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers(continuation)

Properties [12] [70] [15] [16] [17] [19] [18] [20] [21] [63]
Understanding the relation-
ship between vegetation
greenness and productivity
across dry land ecosystems
through the integration of
PhenoCam, satellite, and
eddy covariance data.

N N N N N N N N N N

Improving WOFOST model
to simulate winter wheat
phenology

N N N N N N N N N N

AI in edge computing used
to monitor the movement
and location of the animals
in a farm

N N N N N N N N N N

FL is used to handle user
equipment and edge nodes
for unbalanced and non-
Independent Identical Dis-
tributed (non- IDD) data
successfully

N N N N N N N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 15: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers (Part 2)

Properties [65] [66] [93] [66] [67] [68] [69] [60] [61]
Better segmentation of crop
spot edges

N N N N N N N N N

identification and separa-
tion of plant disease in fast
computational time

N N N N N N N N N

The K-means methodology
using support vector Matrix
and neural network to sepa-
rate plants with diseases in
WSNs and Consideration

N N N N N N N N N

algorithm which automat-
ically identify health and
welfare of animals.

N N N N N N N N N

A wireless neck collar con-
nected to the farm animals
for data transmission

N N N N N N N N N

Using IoT to monitor live-
stock behavior, movement
(lying down, walking, graz-
ing, standing)

N N N N N N N N N

sea-lice counting & crowd-
ing control in fish farming to
enhance fish farming.

N N N N N N N N N

RGB-D sensor used for har-
vesting of sweet pepper by
cutting the peduncle

N N N N N N N N N

Monte Carlo simulation
used to determine the best
harvest age of a coconut.

N N N N N N N N N

soil heat storage, energy
consumed during photosyn-
thesis that influence surface
fluxes and advection of soil.

N N N N N N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 16: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers(Part 2 continuation)

Properties [65] [64] [93] [66] [67] [68] [69] [60] [61]
A model developed for pre-
dicting autumn phenology,
to determine how leaf senes-
cence is controlled by photo
period and temperature
coupling.

N Y N N N N N N N

photo-chemical reflectance
index (PRI) is effective
in detecting late-stage heat
stress in wheat plant when
the chlorophyll parameters
of the plant are influenced.

Y N N N N N N N N

smart surface sensing sys-
tem (4S) used to moni-
tor vegetation indices (VI)
which is part of the pho-
tosynthetic active radiation
(fPAR) and Leaf area index
(LAI).

N N N Y N N N N N

Evaluation of the near-
surface air temperature
data sets from the ERA-
Interim (ERAI)

N N N N Y N N N N

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable
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Table 17: Comparison of Advantages of existing papers(Part 2 continuation)

Properties [65] [64] [93] [66] [67] [68] [69] [60] [61]
Understanding the relation-
ship between vegetation
greenness and productivity
across dryland ecosystems
through the integration of
PhenoCam, satellite, and
eddy covariance data.

N N N N N Y N N N

Improving WOFOST model
to simulate winter wheat
phenology

N N N N N N Y N N

AI in edge computing used
to monitor the movement
and location of the animals
in a farm

N N N N N N N Y N

FL is used to handle user
equipment and edge nodes
for unbalanced and non-
Independent Identical Dis-
tributed (non- IDD) data
successfully

N N N N N N N N Y

Yes=Y, No=N, N/A= Not Applicable

8. Discussion766

The use of IoT has improved crop and livestock production through monitoring,767

tracking, and tracing, agriculture machinery, greenhouse, and livestock production.768

IoT has reduced water wastage in irrigation and improved water quality, more so769

enhanced weather and soil monitoring, it has helped to manage the disease and pest770

control, improved data analytics, and boost the automation of farming. The use of771

unmanned aerial vehicles for monitoring of crops, monitoring of livestock activities on772

the farm is another contribution of IoT to smart farming. Thermal image features773

have been used to estimate irrigation accuracy and the collection of data using sensors774

has also enhanced smart farming. All these numerous achievements in the use of IoT775

in smart farming have enhanced farming practice but these have not come with its776

share of limitations such as security and privacy concerns, data governance, lack of777

change in culture by the stakeholders to accept the IoT system innovation. This paper778

reveals sectors in smart farming that researchers can consider for further research to779

add more academic knowledge to the global vast contributions by numerous academic780

professionals globally. These opportunities for further research ranges from Wireless781

sensor network, Unmanned area vehicles, cloud-based smart farming, application of782

IoT to crop, livestock production, post-harvesting, monitoring of crops, monitoring of783

livestock activities, the effect of climate on agriculture, use of Artificial intelligence784

in farming, latency issues in data transmission in smart farms, improvement of smart785

farming network architecture, incorporation of a cloud platform to smart farming786

network, ML for smart farms while training data at the edge nodes, training of edge787

nodes in federated learning network within a smart farm.788
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9. Conclusion789

A review of intelligent IoT in smart farming has been done extensively. Many issues790

relating to wireless sensors application in smart farming, application of IoT in crop791

and livestock production, post-harvesting, use of UAV, ML have been identified. This792

write-up contributes to knowledge through the identification of the gaps and challenges793

in existing research in smart farming. Such challenges include the computational794

power of IoT devices used in smart farm, AI for early disease detection, detection of795

leaf water stress in crops, detection of soil condition, livestock illness, and behavior796

pattern within the farm. The world population is increasing daily, massive wastage797

of crops and livestock through poor storage and disease infestation is still evident.798

An effective Intelligent IoT system for smart farming can start the beginning of the799

journey towards the reduction of food wastage, boost food production, and provide800

more information within the farming system for non-academics and researchers.801

10. Further work802

A lot of research has been done on intelligent IoT for smart farms, but these laud-803

able contributions have opened opportunities for further research namely the imple-804

mentation of the Fog-technology framework for farming, application of the combination805

of unsupervised learning algorithms and federated learning to smart farming. It will806

be an interesting research to be able to use intelligent IoT to understand the physio-807

logical activities within a plant during a sudden change in climatic condition within808

its environment. Further work should be investigated using intelligent IoT in smart809

farms to decode the livestock voices during pain or in reaction to a sudden change810

within its environment.811
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